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Meaningful Appreciation

Things to consider being grateful for or offering praise about

Appreciation in the form of ‘thank you’ and ‘nice job’ can often feel hollow or forced. Yet,

feeling appreciated is integral to feeling valued and respected in the workplace. This guide

includes actionable approaches for giving meaningful and authentic appreciation in three

ways:

Skills, talents, and abilities 

Just “who they are”—their personality, demeanor, or other traits and

qualities such as positive attitude, sense of humor, or compassion. 

Effort, accomplishment, dedication, going above and beyond

Growth and development

Gratitude - how you say thank you.

Praise - how you give compliments and admiration.

Recognition - how you acknowledge the person in front of others.
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“At the end of the day, showing meaningful appreciation is not just
about making someone feel good. It’s about communicating to

your team members that you value them for what they bring to the
organization and who they are as people." 
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Questions for reflection: Gratitude

For each person on your team, what qualities, talents, skills or behaviors do they

exhibit which make your life or job easier?

What aspects of a person’s personality, attitude or demeanor do you particularly

appreciate? Why?

What do you particularly enjoy about each person in general or your experience

working with them?

What do you take for granted when it comes to working with each of your team

members? What qualities, talents, skills or behaviors can you always count on?

Think about the past week or two. What did someone do that really helped you?

How have your colleagues supported you to grow and be better in your role?

What have you learned from each of your colleagues?

Who has given you critical feedback?

In what ways have your team members done more than what’s expected?

In what ways does each person on your team contribute to a positive team

culture?

“Showing gratitude is a win-win. People who
regularly practice gratitude are less stressed and

those who receive it feel appreciated.”



In what ways has each person on your team grown or developed?

In what ways have your team members stepped up or stretched themselves?

What successes, big or small, has each of your colleagues had recently? What

successes have you had as a team?

What has someone done recently that really challenged them, regardless of the

outcome? 

What aspects of a person’s personality, attitude or demeanor do you particularly

admire or respect? Why?

What talents, skills, abilities or behaviors do others do that you find challenging

yourself?

What behaviors do you want to see more of that the person is already doing? 
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“When you offer specific praise,
you demonstrate that you paid

attention and reinforce the
positive behavior, attitude or

approach.”

Questions for reflection: Praise
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Build gratitude into your daily routine. Anchor the practice to a behavior you

already do each day like brushing your teeth, going to the bathroom, or putting

on your shoes.

Create a visual reminder to pause and be thankful. Try putting a sign on your

wall or changing your computer background to a quote about gratitude. 

Keep a piece of paper on your desk or by your nightstand to make it easy to

write down one thing to be grateful for each day. 

At the end of each workday, review your day in your mind and identify anything

worthy of appreciation.

Schedule 10 minutes on your calendar once per week to record or write thank

you notes.

Schedule a 10 minute check-in by phone or in person to give thanks to your

colleague in your own voice.

Add a standing agenda item for positive feedback to your one-on-ones.

Prior to your one-on-ones, ask your team members for positive feedback on

each other that you can share on their behalf. 
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Approaches to incorporating gratitude into your routines

“The more often you practice gratitude, the
easier and more intuitive it will become.”
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Use phrases like:

Capture your thoughts and share them at your next one-on-one.

Immediately after you notice something positive, let the person know in any

format or method that allows you to do so urgently e.g. when walking out of the

meeting together, sending an email.

Write an email or a handwritten note / letter. 

Record an audio or video message. Use the recording app on your phone,

quicktime, or a tool like Loom (www.useloom.com).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’m grateful that you…

I’m thankful that you...

Thank you for...

I appreciate how much you…

I want to say thank you for…

I admire how you…

I respect that you…

I’m in awe of how you…

It’s amazing that you…

I think it’s wonderful that you…

I’m impressed by how you...
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Approaches to communicating gratitude and praise

“A handwritten note or video message feels even more special
because we so rarely receive them.”
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Do you know if each person on your team enjoys public recognition?

How might you explore the idea of recognition with each team member?

What makes your team or organization unique? What can you draw from that to

design a special form of recognition? E.g. our logo is a monkey so we give

(rotate) a stuffed monkey each week to the person who most lived our team

values.

What employee recognition and appreciation programs or events does your

organization already offer? Are you fully taking advantage of these?

What formal recognition program might you establish if your organization

doesn’t currently have one?

How can you make giving appreciation a team effort? 
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“For some people, public
recognition is the
highest form of

appreciation, but for
others, it makes them

feel awkward and
embarrassed.”

Questions for reflection: Recognition

Add a standing agenda item for recognition to

your team meetings..

Find moments to tell stories about your team

members and how they acted or what they

accomplished that was important. Link it to the

conversation at hand to help it feel relevant.

Make a thread / channel / room on your team

chat app called #ThankYous and encourage

everyone to share meaningful thank yous or

offer praise. 

Create “best of” awards to give at the end of a meeting. Awards might include “best

devil’s advocate comment” or “most critical insight.” Create awards for the behaviors

you want to encourage or see more of within the whole team.

Approaches for showing recognition
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